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Abstract
The usage of monolithic zirconia crowns is significantly increased nowadays. Zirconia is regarded as one
of the toughest materials available in dentistry. To prevent mechanical fracture of the full-contoured
monolithic zirconia crowns, the thickness of zirconia crown and proper sintering process should be
considered. The purpose of the presented project is to compare the effects of standard and fast sintering
protocols on reliability and fracture resistance of CAD/CAM zirconia crowns using different preparation
designs. Four titanium abutments were fabricated for receiving zirconia molar crowns. Crowns were
designed virtually and milled from partially sintered zirconia blanks and divided into eight groups (n = 15).
Crowns in groups 1 to 4 were sintered by standard sintering, while those in groups 5 to 8 were sintered
by fast sintering. Groups were further categorized according to abutment finish line and crown thickness:
G1/G5 (0.5 mm chamfer, 0.8 mm thick); G2/G6 (0.5 mm chamfer, 1.5 mm thick); G3/G7 (1.2 mm chamfer,
0.8 mm thick); G4/G8 (1.2 mm chamfer, 1.5 mm thick). All crowns were cemented to their corresponding
NEMA G10 abutments using dual cure luting cement. Fatigue machine was used to subject all crowns to
an accelerated fatigue test using step-stress accelerated life testing (from 4 up to 20 Hz). Testing was
performed in a fluid bath with water at 37°C to mimic the oral conditions of mastication. Cyclic loading of
each specimen was performed with an indenter (6mm diameter) positioned at the occlusal surface until
failure or suspension. The linear mixed effect model analysis was performed at a significance level of 0.05.
Weibull analysis was also performed to evaluate the probability of survival off each group. The specimens
were thoroughly evaluated for cracks and/or bulk fracture with SEM and fractography.
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